When is a temple not a temple? When it’s a shrine.
I am sure that I am not the first (and probably won’t be the last) foreigner to get my wires crossed when it comes to
religious tradition here in Japan. The good news is that it is a pretty complex subject, which can cause confusion
even within Japanese communities – so thank goodness it’s not just me! Yumiko suggested that we pay a visit to
some of the most rustic religious sites close to Ottobatake, so that I might better understand the relationship
between Shinto and Buddhism, and start to be able to tell my Buddhas from my kami…
After a series of illuminating visits to different points of interest, here’s what I learnt:
1. Shrines are Shinto. Temples are Buddhist. But they can be combined.
Shinto is generally considered to be Japan’s indigenous religion, and has existed here since prehistory. Buddhism
arrived from China in the 6th Century A.D. Rather than favouring one over the other, the Japanese assumed that both
were true, and combined the worship of Shinto kami (gods or spirits) with the worship of Buddhas. This process of
mixing the two is called shinbutsu-shūgō, and resulted in many Buddhist temples becoming attached to Shinto
shrines, as is the case here in the Tome area:

Shinto Shrine dedicated to Inari

Buddhist temple across the road

2. In Shinto, anything can become a kami
Shinto can be seen as a form of animism,
meaning that Shinto followers believe that
divine power can reside in animals, plants
and even inanimate objects. This well has
been considered a kami since it was reported
that a blind man washed his eyes with its
water and regained his sight. People now
come to the well to pray for good eyesight.
While peering down into the dusty depths of
this kami, Yumiko aired her frustration about
its usual translation of ‘god'. To her, the
word’s connotations are too Western and
monotheistic. I wondered later whether kami pick and choose which Shinto worshippers deserve their favour, and
after doing some research, it seems that kami favour the person who leaves them the greatest monetary offering.
How very mercenary!

3. Pick the Buddha that works for you

A similarity between Buddhism and Shinto in Japan is the idea that different Buddhas and kami should be appealed
to for different needs. Worshippers ask this female Buddha to ensure a mother’s safe labour, and luck with raising
the child. Knitting the baby Buddhas a garment or two might curry a little extra favour, too!
4. Upkeep is not equal between temple and shrine
We crossed the road and
headed for the entrance to
our first Shinto shrine of
the day, marked by this
rather neglected Torii
gate. It’s quite a climb up
there, the overgrown
footpath at the top
suggesting that few people
visit these days. The shrine
is dedicated to Inari, the
fox gods. They might agree
that the shrine is being
gradually reclaimed by
nature…

4. To enter a shrine is to enter a divine space
The straw hangings
outside this shrine are
a specific symbol of
the Machi community,
and the rope may
symbolise a separation
between the divine
realm of the temple
and the mundane
world outside.

5. Religious festival = social event
An old Shinto stage. Although
dramas and music were
performed ostensibly for the
pleasure of the kami, such
entertainment was highly
valued by local people as an
opportunity to make merry
and escape from the drudgery
of everyday work. And as has
often been the case the world
over, festivals were also key
markers of time; the three
major annual festivals – Obon
in the summer, New Year in
the winter, and the annual
individual shrine festival
(celebrated at different times of the year depending on the shrine) – shaped villagers’ lives and gave them
something to look forward to.

6. Shrine donations are public. Very public.
Before heading home, we had just enough time to
remove our shoes and step into a final shrine. This is
one of the 44,000 Hachiman shrines in Japan, some of
which may date back as far as the 6th Century. They are
dedicated to soldiers, who would come here to pray
for luck before heading off to war. The paintings on the
walls are donations from various sources, but all are
depictions of courageous warriors, many on horseback
with their swords raised. The art works on the ceiling,
although not sophisticated, are very beautiful and, as is
often the Japanese way, depict various features of the
natural world. They also serve as a testimony to the village’s past prosperity, as ceiling panels such as these would
have cost the village a fortune.
The most surprising discovery for me
was the fact that the names of all those
from the local community who had
made donations for the restoration of
the shrine were recorded on a large
plaque above the door… along with the
exact figure donated by each person.
Yumiko explained that this public display
of ‘benevolence’ creates a kind of
shaming competition between donors,
who try to out-do each other’s
donations in order to save face. Ouch!
I thoroughly enjoyed our wander through the area’s religious past and present… I’m definitely a little more clued up
about (although not entirely sure!) where Shinto ends and Buddhism begins. I adored the peaceful authenticity of
these rural sites, which I feel has been lost by many of the more famous shrines and temples in Japan’s tourist
hotspots. I was also comforted to see proof that different religions can peacefully coexist, despite what current
conflicts may lead us to believe. Modern Japanese society may feel that it has less need for these places than once it
did, but I am relieved that they continue to exist, even just as vestiges of a more traditional past.

